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Integrated Analysis of Transcriptome
and Prognosis Data Identifies FGF22
as a Prognostic Marker
of Lung Adenocarcinoma

Hong-Yan Liu, MD1, Hui Zhao, PhD1, and Wen-Xing Li, PhD2,3

Abstract
Lung adenocarcinoma is one of the most common cancers worldwide. However, the molecular mechanisms of lung adenocarcinoma
development are still unclear. This study aimed to investigate the expression profiles of anti-lung cancer target genes in different
cancer stages and to explore their functions in tumor development. Lung adenocarcinoma transcriptome and clinical data were
downloaded from Genomic Data Commons Data Portal, and the anti-lung cancer target genes were retrieved from the Thomson
Reuters Integrity database. The results showed that 16 anti-lung target genes were deregulated in all stages. Among these target
genes, fibroblast growth factor 22 showed the most important role in transcription regulatory networks. Further analysis revealed
that APC, BRIP1, and PTTG1 may regulate fibroblast growth factor 22 and subsequently influence MAPK signaling pathway, Rap1
signaling pathways, and other tumorigenic processes in all stages. Moreover, high fibroblast growth factor 22 expression leads to
poor overall survival (hazard ratio ¼ 1.55, P ¼ .019). These findings provide valuable information for the pathological research and
treatment of lung adenocarcinoma. Future studies are needed to verify these results.
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Introduction

Lung cancer is one of the most common malignancies in

humans and is the main cause of cancer-related death.1 Lung

cancer is also an age-related disease. A large US study from

316 682 patients with lung cancer showed that 47% of patients

with lung cancer are aged 70 years or older.2 Non-small cell

lung cancer (NSCLC), which accounts for approximately 80%
of all lung cancer, can be divided into different histological

types, including adenocarcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma,

and large cell carcinoma, of which lung adenocarcinoma

(LUAD) is the most common subtype.3 Although significant

progress has been made in surgery, chemotherapy, radiation
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therapy, and molecular targeted therapy in the past few years,

the overall 5-year survival rate of patients with lung cancer is

still only approximately 15%,4 which is due to the lack of

effective early diagnosis methods and the limited efficacy of

current therapies. The importance of finding simple and effec-

tive biomarkers is not only reflected in diagnosis but also in

improving the prognosis of patients with lung cancer.

The American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) lung

cancer staging system provides important information for treat-

ment and prognosis. According to the AJCC eighth edition,

lung cancer can be divided into 4 stages (stage I-IV) based

on various factors, including the size of the tumor, the status

of lymph nodes, and metastasis.5 Determining the lung cancer

stage is important because it may help determine the best

method to understand how far the disease has progressed as

well as to contain and eliminate the lung cancer. The treatment

of lung cancer depends partly on the stage of the disease, espe-

cially for targeted therapy. During lung cancer progression,

diverse genetic signatures have been identified to drive this

process in genome, transcriptome, and epigenome remodel-

ing.6-8 Therefore, it is necessary to select the right treatment

options for patients with different stages.

Currently, many lung cancer risk genes and pathways have

been identified, and this information will aid the pathological

mechanism research and clinical treatment of lung cancer.

Angiogenesis is considered essential for tumor growth and

propagation. Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is

a key mediator promoting this process. Recent studies have

suggested that all lung cancers aberrantly express VEGF and

that LUADs have the highest VEGF expression, which

increases tumor aggressiveness and worsens prognosis.9

Through transcriptome network analysis, researchers have

found that SPI1, FLI1, FOS, ETS2, EGR1, and PPARG are

hub linked to many lung cancer pathways, suggesting that

these genes may serve as potential target genes for squamous

lung cancer.10 Furthermore, a recent study has shown that

gene polymorphisms of some interleukins correlate with

prognosis in NSCLC and has identified that IL16 rs7170924

and IL12A rs662959 may act as prognostic factors in patients

with NSCLC.11

Thomson Reuters Integrity is a knowledge solution that

integrates massive biology, chemistry, and pharmacology data

(https://thomsonreutersintegrity.com) and it contains exhaus-

tive therapeutic drug and gene target information for hundreds

of human complex diseases. To our knowledge, no study has

compared the expression profiles of anti-lung cancer target

genes at different tumor stages. Gene expression profiling data

sets in diverse stages of lung cancer have been deposited and

are available in public databases, such as Genomic Data Com-

mons (GDC) Data Portal (https://portal.gdc.cancer.gov/). In

this study, we aimed to identify key anti-lung cancer target

genes and to explore the similarities and differences in gene

expression change, pathway/biological function damage, and

transcriptional regulation abnormalities in different stages of

LUAD.

Methods

Data Sources

Lung adenocarcinoma transcriptome and clinical data were

downloaded from the GDC Data Portal in September 2017.

The data included 533 patients with LUAD and 59 controls,

and there were complete transcriptome and clinical data for 513

patients. All samples were RNA sequenced using the Illumina

HiSeq 2000 platform (version 2) and were normalized by the

fragments per kilobase of exon per million reads mapped

method. There were 274, 121, 84 and 26 patients with LUAD

at stage I, stage II, stage III, and stage IV, respectively. In order

to evaluate and verify the analysis results, we downloaded lung

squamous cell carcinoma (LUSC) transcriptome and clinical

data from GDC Data Portal and a microarray data set contain-

ing 442 patients with LUAD from NCBI-GEO (GSE72094,12

http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo). Anti-lung cancer target genes

were defined as those that had marketed drugs or drugs under

development targeting a specific gene. All target genes were

searched and downloaded from the Thomson Reuters Integrity

Database. In total, we obtained a list of 277 anti-lung cancer

target genes.

Differential Expression Gene Analysis

Differential expression gene analysis was performed using R

v3.2.2 (https://www.r-project.org/) and Bioconductor Library

(http://www.bioconductor.org/). The empirical Bayes algo-

rithm (function “eBayes”) in the limma package13 was used

to detect differentially expressed genes between patients with

LUAD and controls. A logarithmic transformation (log2) of all

gene expression values was performed. Logarithmic trans-

formed fold-change (log2(FC)) of each gene was calculated

as the mean expression value in patients minus the mean

expression value in controls. Upregulated genes were consid-

ered as a log2(FC) �1 and a false discovery rate (FDR)

adjusted P value �.05. Downregulated genes were considered

as log2(FC) ��1 and a FDR P value �.05. The differential

expression analysis was performed in the whole cohort and

subgroups (stage I, stage II, and stage III).

Transcriptional Regulation Network Analysis

Human transcription factors (TFs) were collected from the

Transcriptional Regulatory Relationships Unraveled by Sen-

tence-based Text mining (TRRUST) version 2.0 web server

(http://www.grnpedia.org/trrust/). TRRUST is a manually

curated database of human and mouse transcriptional regula-

tory networks.14 All human TFs were downloaded from

TRRUST, and 751 TFs were mapped to our data. Because the

transcriptional regulation information of multiple target genes

is not recorded in the database, the coexpression method was

used to construct transcriptional regulatory networks of deregu-

lated TFs and deregulated anti-lung cancer genes in each stage.

The correlation coefficients of these TFs and target genes were

calculated in each stage, and the TF-target pairs with absolute
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value of correlation coefficients �0.5 and FDR P values �.05

were selected to construct the transcriptional regulatory net-

work. By definition, the more nodes a target gene contains, the

more important its role in the network. Therefore, key anti-lung

target genes were screened based on the number of nodes.

Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes Pathway
Enrichment Analysis

All human reference gene and pathway information was

downloaded from the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes

and Genomes (KEGG) database (http://www.kegg.jp/).

The KEGG pathway enrichment analysis was performed

using a deregulated gene list in each stage. The following

formula was used to conduct the enrichment analysis:

PðX ¼ KÞ ¼ 1� Ck
m � Cn�k

N�m=C
n
N , where N is the number of

all genes in the data; m represents the number of deregulated

genes in the data; n is the number of all genes in the enriched

KEGG pathway; and k is the number of deregulated genes in

the KEGG pathway. A P value �.05 was considered signifi-

cantly enriched.

Survival Analyses

All survival analyses were conducted using the “survival”

package in R. Target genes that were deregulated in all stages

were screened for survival analysis. Each gene was divided into

2 groups (high and low) according to the median expression

value. Kaplan-Meier survival curves were used to show the

difference between high and low groups of each target gene

with regard to the prognosis of the patient. Cox proportional

hazards model was used to explore the association of these

target genes and patient prognosis in the whole cohort. A P

value �.05 was considered significant.

Results

Overview of Deregulated Genes and Anti-Lung Cancer
Target Genes

Through differential expression analysis, 1488, 1676, 1789,

and 1779 deregulated genes were obtained in stage I, stage

II, stage III, and stage IV, respectively. As the disease pro-

gressed, the number of differentially expressed genes increased

(Figure 1A). A Venn diagram showed that there were 1317

deregulated genes shared by all 4 stages (Figure 1B). Because

the number of samples in each stage (274, 121, 84, and 26) vary

dramatically, we calculated the deregulated genes in combined

stage III and IV samples and then compared to the separate

stages analysis. The results showed that more than 85% com-

monly deregulated genes in separate and combined analysis

(Supplementary Figure 1). This suggested that the analyses

were unbiased to such sample size variation. The anti-lung

target genes were mapped to our data set, and 190 unique target

genes were obtained. Figure 1C shows the log2(FC) of these

target genes in the 4 stages. There were 16, 23, 25, and 26

deregulated genes in stage I, stage II, stage III, and stage IV,

respectively. Moreover, there were 15 upregulated genes and

13 downregulated genes in at least one stage. There were 16

target genes that were deregulated in all stages (Figure 1D).

Transcriptional Regulation Networks and Key
Target Genes

We obtained 49, 53, 58, and 62 significantly deregulated TFs in

stage I, stage II, stage III, and stage IV, respectively. The

transcription regulatory network of these TFs and target genes

is shown in Figure 2. The number of interactions was 20, 25,

30, and 40 in stage I, stage II, stage III, and stage IV, respec-

tively (Figure 3A-D). There were differences in the correlation

between TFs and target genes at different stages of the disease.

The highest number of TFs coexpressed with fibroblast growth

factor 22 (FGF22) was found in stage I, stage II, and stage IV.

However, in stage III, PPKAG3 and RRM1 showed the highest

number of coexpressed TFs (Figure 3E). According to the

number of nodes of target genes in these 4 stages, FGF22 was

defined as a key target gene. Furthermore, we found there were

3 TFs that were significantly positive correlated with FGF22 in

all stages: APC, BRIP1, and PTTG1.

Enriched KEGG Pathways in the 4 Stages

We used the genes in the transcription regulatory networks to

perform KEGG pathway enrichment analysis in all stages. The

results showed that multiple signal transduction pathways and

carcinogenic pathways were significantly enriched in all stages

(Figure 2). There were 11, 20, 10, and 15 significantly enriched

KEGG pathways in stage I, stage II, stage III, and stage IV,

respectively. According to the pathway information provided

by the KEGG website (http://www.kegg.jp/), these pathways

were divided into the following 4 categories: cellular pro-

cesses, environmental information processing, human diseases,

and organismal systems. The results showed that 5 pathways

were significantly enriched in all stages: MAPK signaling path-

way, Rap1 signaling pathway, breast cancer, melanoma, and

pathways in cancer. These data suggested that FGF22 and

related TFs mainly influence signal transduction function and

cancer-related pathways.

Expression and Correlation of FGF22, APC, BRIP1,
and PTTG1

The expression of FGF22, APC, BRIP1, and PTTG1 in controls

and 4 tumor stages is shown in Figure 4A to D. The results

showed that these genes were all upregulated in 4 stages com-

pared to the controls. Linear correlation between FGF22 and

other 3 genes is shown in Figure 4E to G. Furthermore, we

found that BRIP1 was most correlated with FGF22 (r ¼ 0.886;

Figure 4E), followed by PTTG1 (r ¼ 0.765; Figure 4F) and

APC (r ¼ 0.713; Figure 4G). Therefore, we speculate that

FGF22 was positively regulated by APC, BRIP1, and PTTG1.
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Effect of FGF22 on Prognosis and Its Potential
Regulatory Mechanism

The target genes that were deregulated in all stages were used to

perform survival analysis. Figure 5A shows the effect of these

genes on patients’ overall survival. Among these 16 screened

target genes, FGF22 showed the highest significance with sur-

vival status (hazard ratio [HR] ¼ 1.55, P ¼ .019). We further

analyzed the effect of FGF22 on patient survival in different

stages. Due to the smaller number of patients in stage IV, we

used stage I (274) versus II (121) versus III þ IV (110) for

patients’ overall survival evaluation. The results showed that

FGF22 has no effect on survival in stage I (HR ¼ 1.21, P ¼
.570; Figure 5B), a boundary significance in stage II (HR ¼
1.87, P ¼ .082; Figure 5C), and a significant effect in stage III

and IV (HR ¼ 2.00, P ¼ .026; Figure 5D). Overall, with the

increase of stage, the effect of FGF22 on patients’ prognosis is

more significant. We also evaluated the effect of FGF22 on

LUSC patients’ overall survival. However, overall analysis or

staged analysis all showed no significance (Supplementary

Figure 1. Expression profiles of deregulated genes and anti-lung cancer target genes at different stages. A, Number of upregulated and

downregulated genes at 4 stages. B, Venn diagram of deregulated genes at 4 stages. C, Logarithmic transformed fold-change of all anti-lung

cancer target genes at 4 stages. D, Expression change in anti-lung cancer target genes that were deregulated in at least one stage. The asterisk

indicates that the gene is differentially expressed at all stages.
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Figure 2). Previous analysis showed that FGF22 may positively

regulated by APC, BRIP1, and PTTG1. And survival analysis

also showed that the high expression of APC, BRIP1, and

PTTG1 reduce patients’ overall survival in total patients (Sup-

plementary Figures 3-5). We also used a validation data set

containing 442 patients with LUAD to verify the effect of

FGF22 and BRIP1 on patients’ prognosis. The results showed

that the high expression of FGF22 and PTTG1 reduces patients’

overall survival (HR¼ 1.59, P¼ .016 for FGF22; HR¼ 1.61, P

¼ .013 for PTTG1), and the high expression of BRIP1 also

showed boundary significance on patients’ overall survival,

whereas the low expression of APC reduces patients’ overall

survival (Supplementary Figure 6). Most of these results are

consistent with the present study. Therefore, combined with

previous transcriptional regulatory relationships and KEGG

pathway enrichment results, we speculated that elevated APC,

BRIP1, and PTTG1 leads to high FGF22 expression, thereby

influencing multiple signal transduction pathways and carcino-

genic pathways, ultimately exacerbating the progress of lung

cancer (Figure 5E).

Discussion

The present findings demonstrated that as lung cancer pro-

gresses, the number of deregulated TFs and anti-lung cancer

target genes increases. The complexity of the transcription reg-

ulatory network was increased with the disease progress. By

combining the target genes with the maximum number of coex-

pressed TFs and prognostic-related genes, FGF22 was identi-

fied to serve as a potential therapeutic target and prognostic

factor for patients with LUAD.

Several anti-lung cancer target genes were deregulated in

all stages. These genes play crucial roles in the progression of

lung cancer. The rat sarcoma (RAS)–rapidly accelerated

Figure 2. Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway enrichment in 4 different stages. The figure shows only significantly

enriched KEGG pathways and pathways with enriched genes�3. Color boxes indicate the type of KEGG pathway. Each stage is represented by

a different colored line.
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fibrosarcoma (RAF)–mitogen-activated protein/extracellular

signal-regulated kinase (MEK)–extracellular signal-regulated

kinase (ERK) mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway is one

of the most important canonical cancer signaling pathways,

mediating cellular responses to growth signals essential for cell

proliferation and survival.15 BRAF is a member of the serine/

threonine kinase RAF family and is regulated by binding to

RAS and directly activating MEK1/2, which can further phos-

phorylate ERK1/2. In the present study, BRAF showed the

greatest maximum reduction among all deregulated target

genes. Studies have shown that mutations in BRAF affect

patient prognosis and have identified multiple risk sites.16

PSMA7 encodes a subunit 7 of the proteasome. A previous

study reported that PSMA7 inhibits the proliferation, tumori-

genicity, and invasion of A549 human LUAD cells in vitro,

suggesting that PSMA7 is a potential tumor biomarker.17 In

this study, PSMA7 was upregulated in all stages, which indi-

cated that PSMA7 may be a protective factor for tumors. In the

developing nervous system, AKT is a critical mediator of

growth factor-induced neuronal survival. AKT1 and the related

Figure 3. Transcriptional regulation relationships of anti-lung cancer target genes at different stages. The ellipses represent transcription factors

and the rounded rectangles represent target genes. The red and green shapes represent the upregulated and downregulated genes, respectively.

The red and green lines indicate the positive correlation and negative correlation, respectively. A, Screened transcriptional regulatory network in

stage I. B, Screened transcriptional regulatory network in stage II. C, Screened transcriptional regulatory network in stage III. D, Screened

transcriptional regulatory network in stage IV. E, Number of coexpressed transcription factors in anti-lung cancer target genes at different stages.
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AKT2 are activated by platelet-derived growth factor. In the

present study, AKT1 was downregulated in all stages. A recent

study has shown that inhibition of AKT1 enhances migration

and invasion in KRAS- or EGFR-mutant A549 cells, suggest-

ing that development of myristoylated alanine-rich C-kinase

substrate targeted therapy may improve the therapeutic benefit

of AKT inhibitors in patients with NSCLC.18 Fibroblast growth

factor 4 is a ligand of FGFR2. The FGF4 was upregulated at

stage II, stage III, and stage IV in the present study. A previous

study using 2 LUAD cell lines (A549 and H1299) has demon-

strated that FGF4 alters cell morphology; promotes EMT-

associated protein expression; and enhances cell proliferation,

migration/invasion, and colony initiation.19 The above studies

provide sufficient evidence that these target genes have impor-

tant influence on the pathological process, treatment, and prog-

nosis of lung cancer.

By combining transcriptional regulation with survival anal-

ysis, we showed that APC, BRIP1, and PTTG1 may lead to

Figure 4. Expression and correlation of fibroblast growth factor 22 (FGF22), APC, BRIP1, and PTTG1. A, The expression of FGF22 in controls

and 4 tumor stages. B, The expression of APC in controls and 4 tumor stages. C, The expression of BRIP1 in controls and 4 tumor stages. D, The

expression of PTTG1 in controls and 4 tumor stages. E, Correlation between FGF22 and APC in whole cohort. F, Correlation between FGF22

and BRIP1 in whole cohort. G, Correlation between FGF22 and PTTG1 in whole cohort. The difference in gene expression between patients and

controls was calculated by Student t test. We labeled log2(fold-change) between patients and controls and the statistical significance. *P � .05,

**P � .01, ***P � .001.
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upregulation of FGF22, subsequently triggering a series of

changes in the carcinogenic pathway. Feng et al showed that

the promoter methylation of APC may be a prognostic marker

in patients with NSCLC.20 However, another study found no

significance of APC hypermethylation in lung cancer.21 A pre-

vious study found a rare frameshift mutation in the BRIP1 gene

increases the ovarian cancer risk.22 Recent studies showed

BRIP1 loss-of-function mutation and protein-truncating muta-

tion all significantly increase the risk of ovarian cancer.23,24

However, the relationship between BRIP1 and lung cancer

remains unknown. Furthermore, the increased expression of

PTTG1 regulates tumor growth and progression was verified

in several studies.25,26 Fibroblast growth factor 22 belongs to

the FGF family. The FGF family members possess broad mito-

genic and cell survival activities and are involved in a variety of

biological processes, including embryonic development, cell

growth, morphogenesis, tissue repair, tumor growth, and inva-

sion.27 The receptor of FGF22 is FGFR2b, which is encoded by

the FGFR2 gene. Gene amplification or missense mutation of

FGFR2 occurs in lung cancer, gastric cancer, breast cancer, and

other cancers.28 There are currently several drugs targeting

nonspecified subtype FGFs for the treatment of cancer that are

already on the market or are entering the clinical stage.

A previous study has reported that FGF22 is associated with

several cancers. A mouse model has suggested that FGF22 has

a potential pro-oncogenic role in skin.29 Another study has

Figure 5. The effect of fibroblast growth factor 22 (FGF22) on prognosis and its potential regulatory mechanism. A, Effect of significantly

deregulated genes in all stages on patients’ overall survival. B, Effect of FGF22 on patients’ overall survival at stage I. C, Effect of FGF22 on

patients’ overall survival at stage II. D, Effect of FGF22 on patients’ overall survival at stage III and stage IV. E, Potential regulatory mechanism

of APC, BRIP1, PTTG1, and FGF22.
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shown that FGF22 and BRCA1 affect the thyroid hormone

pathway in ovarian cancer.30 Our results suggested that FGF22

and related TFs may affect signaling transduction pathways

and carcinogenic pathways. However, to our knowledge, no

study has reported the effect of FGF22 on lung cancer.

Conclusion

In conclusion, this study identified several anti-lung cancer

target genes that were deregulated in all stages. Furthermore,

through comprehensive analysis of differential expression

genes, transcriptional regulation networks, and clinical data,

we revealed a possible mechanism that overexpressed APC,

BRIP1, and PTTG1 may lead to upregulation of FGF22, sub-

sequently influencing multiple signaling transduction pathways

and other tumorigenic processes. These results need further

verification.
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